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Overview
A CENTRAL SPACE TO DIGITALLY CAPTURE DATA AND AUTOMATE PROCESSES
The Contraventions app was created to solve multiple problems across the
Safety and Security Directorate within the City of Cape Town, while creating
an in-house digital solution for the following departments:
•
•
•
•

Traffic Services
Metro Police
Law Enforcement
Fire & Safety

Digitizing the contraventions that are used by these departments allows us to
solve many other problems and automate surrounding processes such as court
dates, location, evidence and impoundments amongst others.
It also aligns all of the departments into a unified and consistent system and
furthermore allows for unified reporting that is more reliable due to the digitized
and automated nature of the solution.

Problem Statement
MANUAL PAPER INPUT AND ERROR PRONE PROCESSES

Problem #1: Cumbersome manual paper input takes too much
time as well as leaving too much room for human error when long
shifts and difficult use cases are taken into account.
The users on the ground can sometimes be in dangerous situations
at odd times – their cognitive load is also taken up by paperwork
while they are in potentially precarious situations.
Problem #2: The room for human error creates an opportunity for
mismanagement along the entire case progression, or if taken to
the extreme – corruption.
Problem #3: Difficult to manage a proper reporting process with all
cases being on paper

Users and Audience
METRO POLICE

LAW ENFORCEMENT

TRAFFIC SERVICES

FIRE & RESCUE

CONSIDERATIONS
Considering the vast difference in target audience and the diversity that exists within the City of Cape Town
as an organization – The app would need to be simple, intuitive and styled plainly to maximize accessibility
for all ages and technological comprehensions across its wide potential user base.
Clear call-to-actions, progressive disclosure, easily legible fonts and bringing the automation actions right out
in front of the user on each tab.
Because of the massive diversity in age and background, User Personas were note created.

Roles & Responsibilities
IDEATION
We got direction from the heads of each
department (Traffic, Metro, Fire and Law
enforcement) around what there evolving needs
were within there teams.
I would then join the business analyst and
brainstorm a solution that would fit within our tech
constraints but still create a seamless experience
for the user.

IMPLIMENTATION
I would oversee the dev teams implementation of
the UI screens and manage all of the design
assets alongside them.
Most of the time they were far too busy to worry
about fine tuning the UI so I would get set up and
do front end dev work for them using CSS and
HTML.

PROTOTYPE & TESTING
Using Adobe XD helped me get tight turnaround
times as the prototype function is built right in, I
would then get to hi def UI designs and set up
usability testing with officers. This gave us quick
insights into our blind spots and gave us a great
relationship with the users.

PRESENTING
I would present the project iterations to the
stakeholders running through the solution and the
updates.
During these sessions I would field questions and
liase with all of the business stakeholders around
their requests, take on what we can and explain
the technical limitations we had if need be for
impossible requests.

Scope
PHASED ROLL-OUT WITH DEPENDANCIES ON NATIS AND THE NRTA

Phase 1: Implimenting the ability to issue a Section 56 (Perpetritor present), a Section 341
(Perpetrator not present) and a Compliance notice (Warning notice with a follow up date
and time set). Within each of these notice types the contravention needs to capture
Location, Person, Vehicle(if involved), Evidence, Charges and Sign & Submit.
The input for all of these has been streamlined as much as possible to incorporate as much
automation as we can.
Phase 1 Enhancements: Implementing the ability to log impoundments across all
impoundable charges.
Phase 2: Implementing the ability to track case progression from issuing onwards until case is
resolved in or out of court and what the outcome was.

Constraints
Technical constraints that effected the way we implemented this solution.

IN-APP INTERNET ACCESS – Due to City safety precautions, we were not allowed to let the
users retain internet access on their devices.
Many of the functions we tried to use to make the process quicker would need online
connectivity, specifically the geo-location, but we managed to find a way to use GPRS
instead of google for the geo-location.
TIME – There was never enough time – especially with CoCT officials changing their mind
constantly.
RESOURCES – There was no front-end development person on this project which made the
more complex designs quite difficult to implement on my own.

Process
INITIAL DESIGNS
A Basic prototype was put together which utilized
the framework in place to create most of the
functional designs.
There were screens that were confusing because
of using the framework for every functions, no
custom design assets had been created and the
app was very basic visually, very little direction
given to the user and a lot of inferred functionality.

Process
INFORMATION HIERARCHY AND HOMEPAGE MENU
DESIGN
Functional Requirements were taken into account
and the menu system was created.
The homepage started off with the main focus
being on Issuing notices - the main call to action.
Second item in the first row are Tasks – this is where
unfinished notices are in the use case for follow-up
notices and unfinished notices.
The next row was the direct access to person and
vehicle verification.
The last row is more admin based with the “Charge
catalogue” which shows you all of the charges in
the master data and “Search History” which takes
you to the history of all of the notices issued –
searchable by date, notice no. , ID no. and license
plate.

Process
TAB BASED SECTIONS FOR NOTICE DATA
Sections created for creation of notices as tab based
navigation structure.
Each tab/section has its own automation function.
Section for tabs are:
• Location – Geolocation and automatic court date
creation at a relevant court for the area.
• Person – ID or license barcode scanning
• Vehicle – License disc scanning
• Evidence – Camera images uploaded directly to
backend and timestamped for use in court.
• Charges – Charge synonym search for quick access
to related charges.
• Sign & Issue – Digital signature and mandatory notice
review
All can be forms can be manually filled out as an offline
alternative and evidence can be stored in an offline
que to be uploaded later.

Process
CARRY OVER DATA TO NEXT NOTICE
The data in these notices has been designed to be
modular – this gives us flexibility with how these
data sections get used or re-used.
Upon completing a notice the user has the option
of re-using data from the completed notice for the
next notice they want to create.
This cuts an immense amount of time when
considering it use in the context of a Road Block, or
a any incident where multiple notices need to be
issued. Also if there is one party that needs to be
issued with multiple notices.

Process
TASK LIST
This section houses all notices that have been
initiated but are incomplete due to:
• Follow-up action needed
• Incomplete Draft
• Observation required over time
The notices involved would be any incomplete
notice drafts, Compliance follow-up, Summary
Abatement and Abandoned vehicle observation.
This lets us use time as a variable when dealing with
notice capture and allows the solution to be more
flexible within the needs of the contraventions.

Process
HISTORY
History section was created to access previously
issued notices and includes a search function
where the user can search by:
• Date
• ID number
• Case number
• License Plate
In future phases this section will be able to link up to
the national database and search all warrants and
notices pertaining to the search criteria.

Process
ENHANCEMENTS
Solutions for enhancements on the contravention
project were created to cater for impounds –
animal, vehicles, goods and alcohol.
As well as some extra traffic related enhancements
for abandoned vehicle observations with the
eventual action of vehicle impound.
The impound types are selected within the charge
section, with the dynamic fields that display based
on the impound type.
For animal impound, these are standalone
impound action and are selected from the notice
type section.
For vehicle impound, a vehicle checklist was
created that becomes mandatory as a vehicle
impound is selected.

Process
ENHANCEMENTS & FLOWS
Enhancements were a continually changes spec
from business, but at the end of the process they
had decidec on 9 new notices to add to the
system, Initially Property notices were going to be
added too, but after discussing the process with
the property stakeholder, it was decided against as
was far too complex requiring visibility in too many
departments and cross over to physical paer at
every step in the process.
Attached is the overview of the process flow for
enhancements globally. Inidividual flows will follow.

Process
USER FLOW FOR ABANDONED VEHICLE NOTICE

Process
USER FLOW FOR ANIMAL IMPOUNDMENT

Process
USER FLOW FOR CELL PHONE IMPOUNDMENT

Process
USER FLOW FOR ILLEGAL DUMPING IMPOUNDMENT

Process
USER FLOW FOR LIQUOR IMPOUNDMENT

Process
USER FLOW FOR VEHICLE IMPOUNDMENT (PUBLIC TRANSPORT & OBSTRUCTION PARKING)

Process
USER FLOW FOR SUMMARY ABATEMENT

Process
USER FLOW FOR PRE-IMPOUNDMENT (Animals)

Findings
USABILITY TESTS
A series of Usability tests were done throughout the
project.
Here are links to two the Usability Test reports that
were created and their findings:
http://matthewloots.co.za/wpcontent/uploads/2021/07/PN00571-Contravention-AppUSABILITY-TEST-REPORT-AUG2019.pdf
http://matthewloots.co.za/wpcontent/uploads/2021/07/PN00571-Contravention-AppUSABILITY-TEST-REPORT-MAR2020.pdf

Hi Def Prototype for Phase 1 and Enhancements
https://xd.adobe.com/view/c325a80e-696a-491c-ba2c0fe5d793de88-9676/

In summary, the solution has been fine tuned to be
user friendly across all departments and user stories.
We have found the pain points along the way –
most of them were within the navigation and
information hierarchy as well as UX Copy to make
the information as plain and clear as possible.
Charge search being the biggest pain point in the
initial usability tests which stopped some users in
their tracks and has been rectified to make the
notices easy to issue.
Mandatory fields was also a big frustration point
and we have streamlined that and displayed the
mandatory fields more clearly.
When the enhancements came along we found
that the simpler the solution the better as it gave
the user more flexibility to use in any real-world
scenario instead of over-developing and pigeonholing the user story.
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